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acid-treated single antigen beads
was also performed on those donors
with class I HLA-Ab to confirm that
the reactivity observed was to intact
HLA.6

During the collection period, 157
unique CCP donors underwent
HLA-Ab screening, and 16 CCP do-
nors (10.1%) were deferred for a pos-
itive HLA-Ab screen. Of 69 unique
male CCP donors, 5 screened posi-
tive for HLA-Ab (7.2%; Table);
HLA-Ab specificities of all 5 male
positive HLA antibody screens were
confirmed and identified by SAB.
Additional testing against acid-
treated HLA beads for the 4 donors
with class I HLA-Ab revealed that
those with detected HLA-Ab essen-
tially did not have reactivity against
denatured HLA targets and are thus
clinically relevant (Figure). None of
these 5 male CCP donors had a his-
tory of transfusion, transplantation,
or pregnancy. This male HLA-Ab
screening positivity rate was signifi-
cantly higher than expected for this
donor population (P<.0001; c2

test). In all, male donors represented
31% of all CCP donors who have
screened positive for HLA-Ab (5 of
16).

Given these findings in this
unique donor population, further
studies are needed to better under-
stand the association of HLA-Ab
with SARS-CoV-2 infection. Confir-
mation of these findings could have
significant implications on CCP
donor screening to help mitigate the
risk of TRALI, especially now that
use of CCP has broadened to any
hospitalized patient with COVID-19
under an FDA Emergency-Use
Authorization. Confirmation of these
findings would also add to the
growing body of literature on the
role of viral infection in development

ofHLA-Ab, which could have broader
implications for persons prone to
chronic infections (eg, patients with
cystic fibrosis who need lung
transplantation).
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The Recalibration of
Interventional
Cardiology During
COVID-19: An
Opportunity for a
Future Paradigm

A pessimist sees the difficulty in every
opportunity; an optimist sees the op-
portunity in every difficulty.

Winston Churchill, 1938
To the Editor: As a consequence
of the coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) pandemic, hospitals
have had to reconfigure the role
for cardiac intensive care unit
(CICU) staffing to meet the health
care needs of their communities.1

Interventional cardiologists (ICs),
among other specialists, have been
redeployed in the CICU to take
care of a primary respiratory illness
with multiorgan failure.1,2 These
physicians are required to be skilled
with ventilator management, end-
organ injury, fluid and electrolyte
balance, and end-of-life care. Even
before the COVID-19 pandemic,
the CICU had noted dramatic shifts
in its landscape and started to
resemble a medical intensive care
unit population with a primary car-
diac illness complicated by multior-
gan involvement and intensive care
needs.2-4 This contrast has been
further amplified by the ongoing
pandemic.

How then must the IC seek the
opportunity within this difficulty?
Interventional cardiology has
increasingly become subspecialized
with training programs for complex
coronary, structural, and peripheral
interventions. Increasingly, the IC
has been required to serve as a
leader of the acute cardiovascular
team caring for patients with acute
coronary syndrome, cardiogenic
shock, cardiac arrest, and pulmo-
nary embolism.2,4 In the catheteriza-
tion laboratory, rapid decisions such
as vascular access, hemodynamic
evaluation, mechanical circulatory
support, internal cooling, mechani-
cal compression devices, and vaso-
active medications are often made
while performing diagnostic or ther-
apeutic coronary interventions. In
such circumstances, the training
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Loop Diuretic Use and
Outcomes in Chronic
Stable Heart Failure
With Preserved Ejection
FractioneReply

To The Editor: Effective treatments to
mitigate the rising prevalence of heart
failure (HF) with preserved ejection
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FIGURE. Proposed training paradigms during a 4-year period in interventionalecritical care cardiology.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
and knowledge in critical care cardi-
ology are of great additional value
for the treating IC.2,4

Studies have shown that there is
clear need for critical care cardiolo-
gists; however, there are only 400
critical care cardiologists in the
United States.2-5 In comparison,
every major center in the United
States employs an IC. In lieu of
these established paradigms, we
propose a novel training pathway
of an acute care cardiologist with
dual training in interventional
cardiologyecritical care cardiology.
The requirements for interventional
cardiologyecritical care cardiology
can be achieved in 4 years (Figure)
as against interventional
cardiologyeheart failure or heart
failureecritical care cardiology,
both of which require 5 years.2,5

Prior position statements have high-
lighted the need for a hybrid
training paradigm in interventional
cardiologyecritical care cardiol-
ogy.2-5 These physicians serve as
an internal referral for acutely ill
cardiovascular patients who need
percutaneous therapeutic options
because they are too sick for surgical
therapy. These high-risk operators
serve as the connecting link between
Mayo Clin Proc. n February 2021;96(2):500-510
www.mayoclinicproceedings.org
the 2 acute care realms of the CICU
and the catheterization laboratory.
This proposed paradigm requires
significant intellectual, logistical,
and academic commitment from
institutional leadership and may
remain unique to high-volume cen-
ters that are able to confer holistic
experiences in both domains.

In summary, we propose a
unique training pathway that will
serve the acute care needs of the
contemporary cardiovascular pa-
tient while not burdening the car-
diovascular trainee with additional
years of training. Although this
may have been the logical course
of evolution in the decades to
come, the COVID-19 pandemic has
provided impetus to this change
and will likely mark a watershed
event in acute cardiovascular care
paradigms around the country.1
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